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SCOPE 2000
Retroscope2000® instruments allow you to see different places, all over the world, in real-time. Look into 
its viewfinder and you could be looking at a Peruvian brushing his teeth in his bathroom, a dusty street on 
the outskirts of  Albuquerque, a satellite adjusting its solar panels in low-Earth orbit. This sophisticated 
device renders conventional telescopes myopic antiques and makes its user virtually omnipresent. Come 
see the Republitex™ prototype showcase of  the Retroscope2000® at the America Pavilion at the Five 
Years Being There Is Not Enough Expo! 

In 1974, Richard Glött interviewed Inventor Giddeon Golconda for Republitex™ Film’s documentary 
Deep Feel. What follows is a technical description of  the device, the transcript from this documentary, 
film cells of  poignant scenes, and an excerpt from Giddeon Golconda’s memoir One Day At A Time 
(New York, 1993). VHS copies of  Deep Feel can be purchased at your local video store, and digitally re-
mastered facsimiles of  the film can by found at https://vimeo.com/273204940.

A Giant Peep For Man Kind ™

®

MIRROR reflects the magnified LCD screen to the viewer’s eye piece

EYEPIECE is the view port for the user, it slightly  
magnifies the mirrored LCD screen..

LENS  magnifies the LCD screen making the moving 
images appear larger and farther away.

LCD SCREEN miniature LCD screen connects to media player stored in 
tube of  telescope and  displays a variety of  videos. 
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Forward

 Giddeon Golconda is a genius, one whose name belongs scrawled into marble on the 
proscenium of  every science academy in the world. His work on various machines during the Second 
World War far surpasses the shortsighted machinations of  atom-splitting that kept in constant toil such 
thinkers as Wheeler, Feynman, and Fermi. In fact, Feynman would become a close friend of  Golconda’s 
in their later years before Richard’s untimely death in 1988. Feynman said of  his friend “There won’t be a 
mind quite like Giddeon’s when he’s gone, so the world should wise up and appreciate it while it’s here.” 
The two compliment each other in such ways through their various books and form a brotherhood of  the 
pen, perfectly bound and forever preserved. 
 That friendship would frame the importance of  Golconda after a tumultuous time working 
for the United States Government and various Administrations, after ultimately giving up his work in the 
1970s to focus on private-sector telescopy. The patents to the Retroscope2000® belong to the Federal 
Government, so Golconda pivoted to work on the Metroscope2000® in his studio in Palo Alto. He 
claimed that it was his way to give back to a country he felt had betrayed him, and snap every waking 
person out of  the “atomic stupor” that had gripped his or her attention for the entirety of  the cold war. In 
1992, Republitex™ bought his company and the patents to the Metroscope2000®, putting focus on it as a 
marketable novelty rather than the device of  undeniable truths Golconda intended it to be. Since then, he 
has sunk deep into his personal tinkering at his ranch outside of  Silicon Valley, and occasionally consults 
with Venture Capitalists. 
 It is important for me to state that I am a personal fan of  Golconda’s and believe his work 
is far overlooked as a means of  coming to terms with our histories, privileges, biases, prejudices, and 
mythologies that we adopt and entrench as life consistently reshapes us in its own image. I chose this 
eloquent excerpt from his book One Day At A Time as it encapsulates the many facets of  this giant thinker: 
his childlike curiosity, his frustration with education, his wonder at life’s ineffable surprises, and his ability 
to communicate complex scientific concepts to people like you and me. Golconda is a champion of  
thinking through the problem and working to come out of  it a better person in a better world. 

Richard Glött
Mannhattan, New York City, New York

1998
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I told my mother I would never wash my socks because they would just get 
dirty again. I played in the muck, you see, and every evening my mother would 
ask for my socks so that she could launder them for the next morning. I had 
plenty of  socks to go around, so I didn’t see the point in having them cleaned 
daily. She would quip “I can’t have your feet reeking of  brackish and sweat now 
can I—what would your teachers think?” She was always worried about my 
teachers, so I came back with “Mother my teachers don’t ever think so I doubt 
they’d have a problem!” For something like that I’d go to bed with a thick ear. 
I’d wake up to a pair of  sparkling clean, pressed socks that showed no evidence 
I lived my childhood outside.
 It was at the very top of  a tree (one that my chums and I called 
Julius Fern) when I caught a glimpse of  the New England coast through a 
telescope I constructed from a paper tube and my father’s magnifying glass. 
You see, it was no natural occurrence that I came to enjoy maths and physics, it 
was by sheer accident! I put on my father’s reading glasses, everything horribly 
blurry—he had horrible eyesight you see, then I held the tube to the spectacles 
with the magnifying glass at the other end. In this way I made a refractory 
telescope, the lens near my eye focused the light coming into the magnifying 
glass. I saw the smoke stacks of  the ships at dock waiting to be loaded or 
unloaded by the longshoremen—it was a magical sight. Soon after my optical 
triumph, Julius Fern would give way under my feet and I’d fall to the ground to 
break my collarbone.
 I missed several weeks of  school as a result, however I didn’t miss 
learning as my teachers were dolts who regurgitated “facts” they heard once 
that were easily disprovable with a library book and at-home experiment. I 
believe that if  they didn’t have an answer, they saved face by making one up, 
or asking an equally inept colleague about it over coffee and agreeing with 
each other. In fact one day I proved this hypothesis of  mine: my teacher in 
chemical sciences tried to conduct the sodium and water explosion experiment, 
yet when he poured the sodium into the water, it immediately dissolved with 
nary a spark. He shrugged his shoulders and said “must have been a bad bit of  
sodium”. A BAD BIT OF SODIUM, says he. I guffawed and looked around 
as if  he were joking, next thing I know my hand juts up and frantically waves 
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until I’m called upon, I waste no time in asking “how can sodium be bad?” After 
a scuffle and cough he said he would look it up for me later. 
 I informed him there was no need to look it up later, that the answer 
was clear and available by simple observations: 1) Sodium is a solid not a powder, 
2) Sodium can not be bad or good, it is just sodium, 3) There was no explosion, 
so therefor what you poured into water must have been sodium chloride or 
sodium nitrate. My teacher sent me to the principles office, I pressed him for 
a reason and he fired back “for being the most intolerable nine-year-old I have 
ever met.” 
 I tell this story to prove three points: teachers can be lazy, I’m a 
know-it-all shit heel, and the facts can be easily found if  one simply looks. In our 
world today I see all of  these teenagers who are hyper-aware of  each other in a 
sense that is beyond natural kinships. These “mall rats” collect together to talk 
about MTV and gossip about each other to create hierarchies that shouldn’t exist 
at their age. These kids have more information available to them than any before 
with public schools, television programs, radio broadcasts, word processors, and 
surprisingly the World Wide Web; so do they take advantage of  this access or 
do they share information in their cliques and cultural circles? I believe the 90’s 
teenager prefers socially disseminated and reinforced information than verified 
or researched information. This observation is based on data I’ve collected in 
my years teaching in colleges and speaking at commencements. These teenagers 
would believe something they feel is true; what’s more they will share it with 
others who are like-minded, and never scrutinize its source, validity, nor citation. 
I hypothesize that this trend toward the feeling of  truth will spread memetically 
as the world is connected via telephone lines and the World Wide Web. It is up to 
my generation to instill a sense of  skepticism in them before it gets out of  hand.
 I am always brought back to my work under the Department of  
Defense and how I rejected their insatiable hunger for destruction. I tried to 
plead my case, you see, that history can show us out of  the darkness better 
than a grenade, that undeniable truth exists and it is observable if  only we 
allow ourselves to see. What is the point of  cleaning up after a war if  you are 
steadfastly marching into the next one? It is the same insanity that drove my 
mother to wash my socks every night. Both accomplish fuckall but we are all 
under the delusion that its for the greater good! The Retroscope2000® forces 
you too observe the multiverse and its strange wonders, it demythologizes our 
past and shows humanity as a flawed evolutionary offshoot, a once-in-a-billion 
mishap of  genetic mutation that has the power to look at itself, acknowledge we 
can do better, and doesn’t. 
 My favorite quote comes from Lilly Tomlin’s album Modern Scream 
“Life is strange... It can be beautiful, but it wont.” She captures us, she punches 
us right in the gut, because “life” as she says it is humanity, it’s you and me; it’s 
all of  us running around trying to figure it out. Life in the sense of  nature is 




